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About This Content

Pirate Treasure Chest introduces the notorious pirate island and stronghold of Tortuga. From Tortuga, players can procure an
array of pirate treasures, maps and weapons. Tortuga also offers pirate ships for hire and the ability to purchase vessels pirates

have commandeered from other nations. Hire pirate captains and their fleets and have them do your bidding, without facing the
consequences.

Players can alternatively choose to rid the sea of the pirate scourge and hunt them down while stealing their riches. No matter
how you choose to play, the rewards are many: wealth, unique ships and treasure maps that lead to powerful artifacts.

Key Features:

The infamous pirate island Tortuga where players can purchase items and ships.

10 pirate bounty missions

Hire pirate captains and use their fleets against your enemies without taking the blame for their unprovoked attacks.

Hunt down famous pirates and confront their fleets in naval battle.

Capture the pirates and use their maps and ships as your own.

Find 10 powerful artifacts that benefit your fleets and colonies.
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Pirate Treasure Chest also introduces forward and aft chasers cannons into the naval battles for the first time.
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its good
no, seriously
buy the game
buy it now
do it now
12\/10 thank you team reptile. if a videogame ever arose from satan's \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665, this
would be that game.. Too much clicking, not enough strategy. Tried it twice before refund time ran out, and the
refunded.. Tech support is non-existent. Crashes for no reason.I should have read the reviews before buying this
garbage.. Buy game

Play it for a hour

keep dying on trying to escaped from prison

RAGING as keep dying on escape from prison

Got out (About time...)

Waiting Waiting waiting

So much Waiting

Got in first mission

KIlled Guards

got shot from out of no where!

Refund
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This is terrible Hidden object game. Creators made use of popularity of genre to make easy money.

Everything is wrong:
- Stupid "story"
- Ugly comic
- Random positioned hidden objects to search for, cut from some existing graphics
- Lacking of good taste in every direction

This game is not worth even 50 cents. Interesting concepts but not exectued well enough. This game is a shoot 'em up where you
pilot a ship through levels while using various weapons and abilities to kill enemies, flip switches, etc. The controls are pretty
good, not quite as tight as I might prefer but feels fine. The graphics are very simple and I don't care for the aethetic much.

If you are really desperate for a new, cheap shoot 'em up to play you could give this a try but otherwise don't waste your time.. I
am enjoying this game quite a bit at the moment. Affirming other reviews, this game is easy to learn and hard to master, I am
still at the padawan level :)
I like the idea of a local multi player game, but think an online co-op would be an awesome update.
Thumbs up.
. Not nearly as good as the Edgar Allen Poe mystery. The puzzles didn't feel as connected, and the hidden objects were
completely uninvolved with the story. In the EAP one, they felt meaningful to the story, and you would use objects found, to
find other objects. it was cool. This one has you find a bunch of objects, and then seemingly unrelated, find one more object
that was there the whole time -- you just couldn't click on it. The game was more complex, and the puzzles were obtuse -- I even
was forced to use a walkthrough for a couple parts, as the hint system is insane. You have like thirty objects in your inventory,
and the hint system demands you get a hint on one object....

I come down on it, because I really liked the first one, and hoped they would continue with that style. Maybe the next one will
be better.. The missions are a bit short but it's a way to pass the time I guess.

I mostly like how the Freeze mission makes Gotham get a more, er, December-y look to it.. The game has an elegant simplicity
that quickly draws you in and enough strategic depth to keep you playing for many hours. It's been my favorite go-to game for a
quick fix gaming session for many months now. In fact, while I've purchased lots of other computer based card games over the
years, I haven't enjoyed any of them as much as Spectromancer since the long-ago release of Microprose's Magic the Gathering.
If you enjoy this type of strategy game and can have fun without the bells and whistles of state-of-the-art animations, elaborate
sound effects or eye candy graphics, Spectromancer offers great value for your money.. I have the HTC vive and this game
works perfectly.

Without a doubt the coolest smoothest, most realistic pinball experience other than actually playing a real machine. Actually, it
is better in a way with the cool things happening around the machine while you're playing.

I jumped when a mars mechanical spider started to crawl up the machine!

Oh, and this game and exp packs are SOO much cheaper and take up SO much less space than real machines.

Get this game now. You will not regret it.

And you know I'm telling the truth with 70 ish games purchased and this is my first review.. Have played this German dlc love
the new buildings and now csn control the game speed settings plus the Termial Stations ars cool need to add to the whare house
extra spaces so more products can bee held there if you are doing france try to include G B to Northen France like you have
done with Ireland.
Overall great DLC love playing it However new charactors are required for the differnt regions
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